
Materials List & Instructions

Materials

3/4 yd Faux Shearling Fur
2 yards Medium Weight Canvas  
   Fabric
2 yards 16 oz. Extra Thick Poly   
   Batting
Matching Thread
18” Zipper
Permanent Marker

Tools

Sewing Machine
Scissors
Sewing Pins
Hand Sewing Needle
Clear Tape

Burrow Dog Bed

Instructions

1. Gather tools and materials. Prewash fabric (not faux fur) to prevent later   
 shrinkage when washing.

2. Print three copies of pattern, one for each piece of the pattern. Following   
 diagram, cut out and assemble pattern with tape.

3. NOTE - The pattern piece for “Side of Bed Form”, “Side of Bed”, and “Zipper   
 Panel” are guides for the width only. Please follow printed measurements for   
 length of strips.

4. Use permanent marker to trace 4”x75” strip along the side of the batting. Cut   
 out strip.

5. Use permanent marker to trace around the edge of pattern #1 onto batting.   
 Flip pattern over to mirror and complete tracing circle. Cut out the circle and   
 repeat for 8 batting circles total.

6. Layer all batting circles. Use sewing needle and thread to whip stitch top layer  
 circle to 4”x75” strip.

7. Whip stitch the two ends of the side strip, flip the bed form over and continue  
 whip stitching around bottom circle just like the top.

8. Using permanent marker, trace around patterns #2 & #3 on faux fur.    
 Remember to flip patterns to mirror and trace again to complete pattern. Cut   
 out pieces.

9. Fold fabric in half with cut edges together. Fold will be across width of fabric.   
 Use “Side of Bed” pattern as a cutting guide for full length of fabric. Cut strip   
 to 61 3/4” length.
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Instructions (continued)

10. Refold fabric to fit pattern #2 and #3, placed on the fold. Pin to secure and   
 cut out pieces. 

11. With right sides together, match up corners and inside curve of faux fur and   
 fabric bed cover, pin to secure. Sew inside curve only, using 5/8” seam    
 allowance.

12. Turn right side out and top stitch curve.

13. Lay bed cover on flat surface, smooth out layers and pin outside curve.

14. Lay bed cover on top of right side up faux fur circle. Starting at the back,   
 match and pin along outside curved edges. Sew along outside edge with long  
 basting stitch and 1/4” seam allowance.

15. Place zipper panel pieces right sides together and with a long basting stitch,   
 sew long side using 5/8” seam allowance.

16. Install zipper using method used in the “How to Sew a Zipper Pillow Video   
 Tutorial” on our website, except you only need to sew the two long sides.

17. With right sides together, match up, pin to secure and sew ends of the zipper  
 panel and the long side of bed strip, forming a circular loop.

18. Press seam flat.

19. Fold zipper panel area in half, matching the end seams. Place pin to mark   
 center of zipper panel. Now by folding, find and pin to mark the side of bed   
 loop into quarter sections. Pin mark both edges. Fold and pin mark the same   
 way with the bed top/cover.

20. With right sides together, match and pin center of zipper panel to center   
 back of bed top. Match and pin remaining quarter section marks. Match and   
 pin edges between quarter section marks. 

21. Sew around bed top with side of bed on top. Unzip zipper.

22. As with bed top, fold bed bottom in quarters and pin mark at folds. Match   
 these pin markers to those on side of bed. Pin all around.

23. Sew around bed bottom with side of bed on top.

24. Turn right side outand put bed form inside finished bed cover.


